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Abstract—Concurrently procuring multiple web services is a 

challenging task since service consumers and providers may 
have different quality of service (QoS) constraints. This work 
adopts concurrent service level agreement (SLA) negotiation 
for multiple web services procurement so that contracts for 
provisioning web services can be more effectively and efficiently 
established among consumers and service providers. The novel 
contributions of this work include i) devising commitment 
management strategies for negotiation participants to manage 
intermediate contract during negotiation, ii) designing an 
adaptive strategy profile for agent in an n-service market to 
determine how much concessions it should make at each 
negotiation round, and iii) proposing a regression-based 
coordination strategy for coordinating multiple concurrent 
SLA negotiations. Experimental results show that the 
coordination strategy in this work outperforms the existing 
works in terms of utility, negotiation speed and success rate. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Web service provides a new way for developing 

distributed applications that can integrate many groups of 
services into a single solution. To date, most research in web 
service focuses on web service discovery [1][2], while 
studies in web negotiation are mostly on communication and 
protocol languages [3][4]. However, the recent emergence of 
service-oriented computing (SOC) for web service 
procurement problem [5][6][7], which allows web services to 
be allocated among service consumers and providers 
dynamically and automatically, points out the direction of the 
study on web service negotiation processes. SOC uses 
services as fundamental computing elements to develop 
distributed applications.  In SOC systems for web service 
procurement problem, a consumption of a service usually 
implies that there is a service consumer acquires the service 
from a service provider. The buy and offer relationship 
between service consumers and providers in SOC is 
commonly governed by service level agreement (SLA). 
Especially for web service procurement problem, it is 
governed by web service level agreement (WSLA). The SLA 
is a contractual obligation between the service consumer and 
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provider, which specifies both the functionality of services to 
be offered and the constraint (such as response time, 
reliability, security, performance, etc.) of the quality of 
services (QoS). Since the service consumers and providers 
may have different requirements, intensions, and goals on the 
QoS (in most cases, they are conflict), agent-based 
negotiation is employed by this work to resolve the conflicts 
between service consumers and providers because i) 
negotiation as a mean of establishing service contracts has 
been well-studied in literatures and well-applied in real world 
[8], and ii) software agents have abilities of autonomous 
operation, interaction and cooperation.  

Services are self-describing, platform-agnostic computing 
elements that support rapid, seamless, and low-cost 
composition of distributed applications. Hence, for a web 
service consumer in SOC, its required service can be 
composed to be multiple atomic services with different 
functionalities and QoS so that the consumer can negotiate 
with different kinds of atomic service providers concurrently 
and then aggregate them together to perform after the 
negotiation.  In this case, concurrently negotiating for 
multiple services will be a very challenging task for the 
consumer, especially for each atomic service, it may have 
different kinds of QoS.  

In traditional negotiation, once a contract is established, 
both negotiation parties are bounded to the contract, i.e., 
neither party can breach the contract. However, this may not 
be efficient for the concurrent SLA negotiation. From the 
perspective of the service provider, once a contract is reached, 
the service may be bounded for a very long time before being 
aggregated because the consumer need reach agreements for 
multiple atomic services. Hence, in this work, we adopt the 
idea of leveled commitment contracts [9], in which 
negotiation agents are allowed to renege on a contract during 
the negotiation. Furthermore, in SLA negotiation, allowing 
decommitments enables: i) a service consumer that is 
unsuccessful in acquiring all its required services (before its 
deadline) to release those services that are already acquired, 
so that service providers can assign them to other consumers 
and ii) an agent that has already reached an intermediate deal 
for a service to continue to search for a better contract before 
the entire concurrent negotiation terminates. 

The main contribution of this work includes i) introducing 
the decommitment to the service level agreement negotiation, 
which has not been involved in previous research works on 
SLA negotiation, ii) designing and implementing an adaptive 
commitment management strategy (CMS) for agents to 
manage commitments during SLA negotiation, where both 
consumer and provider agents can renege on a contract 
during the negotiation, and iii) devising a regression-based 
coordination strategy to coordinate multiple concurrent 
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one-to-many negotiations. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next 

section briefly specifies the problem of this work. Section III 
presents an adaptive negotiation strategy to manage 
commitments and determine concessions at each negotiation 
round. Section IV proposes a regression-based coordination 
strategy to coordinate the multiple one-to-many negotiations 
for each atomic service. After that, the experiments are 
carried out in section V. Finally, section VI concludes this 
work. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 

A. Problem Definition 
In the rest of this work, each web service mentioned is 

supposed to be an atomic service, which means that it can 
only be provided to only one consumer by the service 
provider at the same time. This is reasonable because web 
service providers may have their own capability to provide 
services simultaneously (for instance, a search engine has its 
own capability to support online search service at the same 
time), which can be represented by multiple atomic service 
agents. Let { }1 2, , , nS S S

 be the set of required services in 

a consumer’s service composition, and cτ be the deadline 
that the consumer should acquire all atomic services. For 
each atomic service Si, there may be multiple service 
providers, denoted { }1, ,

i

i i
nΡ Ρ

be the set of ni service 

providers for service Si. During negotiation, both an agent’s 
preference for a service and the strategy it adopts are private 
information. 

B. Negotiation Protocol 
The QoS for each service may have multiple attributes, 

which may include the cost of using the service, response 
time of the service, accessibility and reliability of the service, 
and so on. Each agent has its own utility function about the 
QoS of a service, and the utility of QoS for each agent in this 
work are supposed to be in the range [0, 1]. We mainly focus 
on how an agent makes concessions and reaches agreements 
based on utility of QoS it received at each negotiation round. 
The coordination among the QoS attributes for a specific 
service is referred to strategies presented in [5]. 

At the beginning of the negotiation, both consumer agents 
and provider agents propose their initial proposals with utility 
1. Then, at the following negotiation rounds, they make 
concessions to each other alternately until an intermediate 
contract has been reached based on the commitment 
management strategy in section III or the whole negotiation is 
terminated by the coordination strategy in section IV. 

C. Concession Making Strategies  
A web service agent’s time-dependent concession making 

strategies can be classified into: i) conservative (conceding 
slowly), ii) conciliatory (conceding rapidly), and iii) linear 
(conceding linearly) [10].  Suppose service agent’s initial 
utility is 1 and reserve utility is 0, the consumer determines its 
concession between round t+1 and t by  

1( ) ( )c ci
c

c c

t tU λ λ

τ τ
+

∆ = −  

where cτ  is the deadline for acquiring Ri, 0 cλ< < ∞ is the 
concession making parameter. Three classes of strategies are 
specified as follows: Conservative ( 1cλ > ), Linear ( 1cλ = ), 
and Conciliatory ( 0 1cλ< < ).  
 

III. COMMITMENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

A. CMSs for Single Service 
Since a service can be requested by multiple consumers 

simultaneously, a service provider can renege on an 
intermediate deal established with a consumer. Similarly, 
there may be multiple service providers providing service 
with the same functionalities, a consumer can also break the 
intermediate contract that has been established. Commitment 
management strategy in this section, which consists of (i) 
computing the subjective probability that a provider will 
renege on an intermediate deal, (ii) determining the expected 
utility that a service provider’s proposal can generate, (iii) 
determining if a provider’s proposal is acceptable taking into 
account penalty payments (if any), and (iv) requesting and 
confirming contracts, is provided for agents to manage 
commitments and decommitments during negotiation.  
Additionally, the concession making strategy used by a 
service consumer to generate its (counter-)proposals can 
affect the results of the negotiation.  

At each negotiation round t, a consumer estimates the 
probability pt

ij that each service provider Pi
j will renege on a 

deal based on the utilities of  all proposals it has received at t. 
Let { }( ) ( ) 0i i

j iU t U t j n= < ≤ be the set of calculated utilities 

that a consumer receives for Si at t, and ( ( ))iAvg U t be 
average of these utilities. Then, the variance of ( )iU t is 

2

1

1( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))
in

i i i
k

ki

D U t U t Avg U t
n =

 = − ∑  

If ( ( ))iD U t is large (respectively, small), ( )iU t  has a sparse 
(respectively, dense) distribution. The consumer’s subjective 
reneging probability pt

ij about service provider Pi
j reneging 

on an intermediate deal (if any) at t is calculated as follows: 

{ }
( ( ))

1 ,    
max ( ( )), ( ) ( ( ))

0                                                                   

i

ct i i i
ij j

c

D U t
t

p D U t U t Avg U t

t

τ

τ


− <= −


=

 

where cτ  is the deadline for a consumer to acquire all 

required services. If ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))i i i
jU t Avg U t D U t− 

, 

which means that, from the consumer’s point of view, this 
service may be competed furiously by other consumers. 
Hence, there is a very high probability that service provider 
Pi

j will renege on the deal in the future. Otherwise, if 

( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))i i i
jU t Avg U t D U t− 

, then the subjective 

probability of Pi
j reneging on deal is 0. If the difference 

between the utility of 'si
jΡ  proposal and the average utility is 

within the standard deviation ( ( ))iD U t , it is believed that Pi
j 

will not renege on a deal. 
Using the reneging probability pt

ij, a consumer’s expected 
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utility ( ( ))i
t jE U t  for the proposal of provider Pi

j at the 

current round t is given as follows:  
( ( )) (1 ) ( ) 0i t i t

t j ij j ijE U t p U t p= − ⋅ + ⋅  

A commitment manager determines if a proposal from 
provider Pi

j is acceptable as follows: 
1) If a consumer has no previous commitment, the proposal is 
acceptable if it generates an expected utility that is equal to or 
higher than the utility generated from the consumer’s 
counter-proposal. 
2) If there is a commitment with another provider Pi

k at round 
tik (tik < t), then the proposal from provider Pi

k  is acceptable if 
the following are satisfied: 
i. the expected utility ( ( ))i

t jE U t must be higher than that of 

the intermediate deal ( ( ))i
t k ikE U t ; 

ii. the utility ( )i
jU t  must be higher than that of ( )i

k ikU t  after 

paying a penalty, i.e., ( ) ( ) ( )i i i
j k k ikU t t U tρ− > . Based on 

[12]: 

0 max 0( ) ( ) ( ( ))i i i i ic ik
k c k ik

c ik

t tt U t
t

ρ ρ ρ ρ
τ

−
= × + ⋅ −

−
 

where 0
iρ  is the initial penalty for Si (the penalty to pay 

suppose that (hypothetically) the deal is broken at contract 
time tik ) and  max 0

i iρ ρ≥  is the final penalty (if the contract is 
broken at cτ ).  

If there are proposals that are acceptable, then the 
consumer will first send a request for contract to all 
corresponding service provider agents, then wait for the 
confirmations of contracts from the service provider agents. 
If the consumer receives one or more confirmations of 
contracts, it will accept the deal that generates the highest 
expected utility (if the consumer has already reached an 
intermediate deal with another provider, it will first renege on 
the deal before it accepts the new proposal), and send a 
confirmation of acceptance to the corresponding service 
provider. Otherwise, it makes a counter-proposal using its 
time-dependent concession making function and proceeds to 
the next round.  

B. Adaptive CMS Profiles for Multiple Services 
1) CMS Strategies and Market Types 

Since supply and demand can vary for each type of service 
Si, this work classifies the market type of each Si from the 
perspective of a consumer as i) Si-favorable market,  ii) 
Si-unfavorable market, and iii) Si-balanced market. In an 
Si-favorable market (respectively, Si-unfavorable market), a 
consumer agent is in an advantageous (respectively, 
disadvantageous) bargaining position because there are more 
(respectively, fewer) providers supplying Si and fewer 
(respectively, more) consumers competing for Si. While in an 
Si-balanced market, a consumer is in a generally neutral 
bargaining position because there are almost equal number of 
providers and consumers in the market. Previous work [11] 
has shown the  following results: i) in an Si-favorable market 
(advantageous bargaining position for consumers), a 
consumer agent adopting conservative-CMS is most likely to 
obtain higher utilities; ii) in an Si-unfavorable market 
(disadvantageous bargaining position for consumers), a 
consumer agent adopting conciliatory-CMS is most likely to 

reach agreements and obtain higher utilities, and iii) In an 
Si-balanced market (generally neutral bargaining position for 
consumers), a consumer agent adopting Linear-CMS is most 
likely to obtain higher utilities and reach agreements. 

In SLA negotiation, a consumer agent attempting to 
acquire n types of services S1,...,Sn simultaneously is said to 
be in a n-service market. 
Definition (n-service market):  From the perspective of a 
consumer, for n types of services S1,...,Sn, a n-service market 
is a n-tuple <T1,...,Tn>, where each Ti is either a Si-favorable 
market, a Si-unfavorable market or a Si-balanced market. 

Each commitment manager can adopt different classes of 
CMSs to negotiate for each Si. Thus, during negotiation, there 
is a strategy profile * 1, , n

t t tλ λ λ=< >

 for a consumer, where 
*i

t tλ λ∈ is the consumer’s concession making strategy for Si 

at t. To derive *
tλ  for a consumer, a fuzzy decision making 

approach is proposed in the following section. 

2) Fuzzy Decision Making Approach 
The notions of bargaining positions, i.e., advantageous, 

disadvantageous and generally neutral, are vague and hence, 
it is prudent to adopt a fuzzy decision making approach for 
adaptively deriving an agent’s i

tλ at each round t. After 
deriving each i

tλ , an adaptive CMS profile can be defined by 
combining the commitment management steps with 

* 1, , n
t t tλ λ λ=< >

. 
At round t, denote { }( ) ( ) 0i i

j iU t U t j n= < ≤ as the set of 

calculated utilities that the consumer receives for Si. Denote 
( ) ( ) (0 )i i i

j j jt U t U∆ = −  as the difference between the current 

utility of the consumer and its initial utility from service 
provider Pi

j, and ( ) ( 1)) ( )i i i
j j jt U t U tδ = − −  as the difference 

between utilities in the previous and current rounds. In this 
work, a consumer agent attempts to determine its bargaining 
position for service Si at round t by  

( )
( ) ( )

( )

i
ji

m i
j j

t t
f t avg

t
δ⋅

=
∆

. 

For example, if ( ) 1i
mf t  , the consumer is more likely to 

be in a disadvantageous bargaining position (e.g., the 
consumer is in an Si-unfavorable market). For ( ) 1i

mf t   , 
there are two possible cases: (i) when many providers making 
smaller concessions at round t, and (ii) when many providers 
of Si renege on their deals. For (i), the average of ( )i

j tδ  is 

likely to be relatively smaller. For (ii), for a provider Pi
j to 

renege on a deal, it must have received a better proposal from 
another consumer. Hence, ( )i

j tδ will be negative because Pi
j 

will make a higher proposal at round t than its proposal at t-1. 
In such a disadvantageous position, the consumer should 
adopt a Conciliatory-CMS to enhance its chance of reaching 
agreements. If ( ) 1i

mf t  , then there are generally many 
providers making larger concessions, and the consumer is 
more likely to be in an advantageous bargaining position 
(e.g., the consumer is in an Si-favorable market). In such an 
advantageous bargaining position, the consumer should 
adopt a Conservative-CMS to increase its chance of obtaining 
higher utilities.  
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The following membership function (Fig. 1) is used to 
assign the degree of membership for ( )i

mf t : 

1 1

2 2

3 3

(1 )(1 ),            ( ,1]
( ) (1 )(2 ),         [0, 2]

( 1) (1 ),           [1, )

p p x x
x p x p x x

p x p x
µ

+ − − ∈ −∞
= + − − ∈
 − + − ∈ +∞

 

where p1 =1 when x∈(−∞,0], p1 =0 when x∈[0,1]; p2 =1 when 
x∈[0,1], p2 =0 when x∈[1,2]; p3 =1 when x∈[1,2], p3 =0 when 
x∈[2,+∞). In this work, the fuzzy set “disadvantageous” 
corresponds to ( ) 1i

mf t−∞ < ≤ ; “advantageous” corresponds 

to 1 ( )i
mf t≤ < +∞ ; and “generally neutral” corresponds 

to 0 ( ) 2i
mf t≤ ≤ . 

 
De-fuzzification: The following membership function is 
used to derive a consumer agent’s concession making 
strategy *i

t tλ λ∈  for Si at t: 
2

1 1

2

(1 ) ,                      in disadvantageous position
( ) (1 )(2 ),   in generally neutral position

1 log (1 ),           in advantageous position

i
t q q

µ
λ µ µ µ

µ

 −
= + − −
 − −

 

where q1=1 when the membership degree of being in an 
advantageous position is 0, and q1=0 when the membership 
degree of being in a disadvantageous position is 0.   
Rule 1: When the fuzzy set is disadvantageous with 
probability µ1 and generally neutral with probability µ2, the 
value of λ is determined as follows: 

{ }2 2
1 1 2min 1, (1 )i

tλ µ µ µ= − +  

Rule 2:When the fuzzy set is generally neutral with 
probabilityµ2 and advantageous with probabilityµ3, the value 
of λ is determined as follows: 

{ }3 2 3 2 2max 1, (1 log (1 )) (2 )i
tλ µ µ µ µ= − − − −  

IV. COORDINATION 
A coordinator is used to determine whether to terminate all 

one-to-many negotiations processes based on the information 
obtained from each commitment manager component so that 
the consumer’s requirements and performance goals could be 
satisfied. In the service level agreement negotiation problem, 
three factors are essential for a consumer: (i) reserving all 
required services successfully, (ii) obtaining the cheapest 
services, and (iii) obtaining the required services rapidly. 
Since the failure of one negotiation for any particular service 
will result in the failure of the whole SLA negotiation for the 
consumer, ensuring a high negotiation success rate is the 
most important. This work adopts a regression-based 
utility-oriented coordination (UOC) strategy for 
coordinating concurrent multiple one-to-many negotiations. 
In the UOC strategy, agents always prefer higher utility when 
they can guarantee a high success rate.  

During the co-allocation, once a service provider’s 
proposal is acceptable for a consumer (the proposal falls into 
the QoS domain of the consumer), it will be placed into an 
acceptable list for that service by the consumer. If any 
acceptable list is empty, the coordinator cannot complete the 
negotiation; otherwise, the coordinator decides whether to 
terminate all one-to-many negotiations based on its 
prediction of its utility of the coming round based on the 
information supplied from the commitment managers. 

A. A Regression-based UOC Strategy  
This section introduces a regression-based approach to 

predict utility of future possible proposals for the consumer 
agent. At any round t, if there is no intermediate contract in 
the sub-negotiation for service Si, the commitment manager 
in this sub-negotiation will predict all service providers’ 
possible proposals in a specific future negotiation round 

, ( )ct t t τ′ ′< < , and then calculate the predicted change in 
utility i

tU∆  by taking the difference between the average 

predicted utility of all providers at the coming round t′  
(i.e., { }( ') 1i

j i
j

avg U t j n≤ ≤ ) and the average utility of those 

providers at current round t (i.e., { }( ) 1i
j i

j
avg U t j n≤ ≤ ). 

Hence, the predicted change in utility will be calculated as 
follows: 

{ } { }( ) 1 ( )) 1i i i
t j i j i

j j
U avg U t j n avg U t j n′∆ = ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤  

where ( )i
jU t′ is the predicted utility of the proposal from 

service provider Pi
j at future negotiation round t′ . For the 

concurrent negotiation in this work, the round t′  is 
dynamically set to be ( ) / 2c tτ +  , i.e., the middle of the 
current negotiation round t and the consumer’s deadline. This 
is because if round t′ is long after the current round t, the 
prediction accuracy cannot be guaranteed since the current 
market situation cannot accurately reflect situations at round 
t′  as the market changes over time. However, if t′ is too 
close to the current round t, future events after t′  cannot be 
predicted and considered by the consumer.  

Otherwise, if an intermediate contract has been established 
between the consumer and the owner Pi

k in the 
sub-negotiation at round tik, then at current round t, the 
commitment manager calculates i

tU∆  by the possible utility 
loss at the following rounds: 

( ( )) ( )i i i
t k ikU Avg U t U t∆ = − . 

The agent then calculates
1

n
i

t i t
i

U w U
=

∆ = ∆∑  where iw is the 

weight of service Si of the consumer. In the current stage of 
this work, it is assumed that iw is the same for all Si. Future 
enhancements of this work will adopt possibly different 
values of iw  for different Si to model the different 
importance or scarcity of different services. If 0tU∆ < , it 
seems likely that the consumer may possibly lose some utility 
in the coming round(s). Hence, the agent informs each 
sub-negotiation that has not yet reached an intermediate 
contract to accept the best proposal from its acceptable list, 

( )xµ  

0 1 

1 

2 x 

Disadvantageous 
Generally neutral 

Advantageous 

Fig. 1 Linguistic terms of membership function 
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and then terminate the entire negotiation. 

B. Predict ( ')i
jU t  

In this section, a linear regression approach is proposed to 
predict ( ')i

jU t  of each provider Pi
j ( 1 ij n≤ ≤ ) at any 

negotiation round t. 
At each negotiation round, the consumer agent will receive 

proposals from providers of service Si. Denote 
{ (0), , ( )}i i

j jU U t

as the utility set the consumer received 

from Pi
j until round t. To predict next utility of provider Pi

j at 
round t, a model consisting of a constant and a linear trend 
about negotiation rounds  is assumed for the utility set of Pi

j, 
i.e.,  

( )i
j tU t tα β ε= + +  

where α and β are the unknown parameters to be estimated 
from the historical utilities the consumer received from 
corresponding provider Pi

j, while tε  is the error term. Hence, 
the prediction function about Pi

j’s utility at round t can be 
estimated as 

  ( )
i
jU t tα β= + ⋅  

Since the negotiation environment may change over time, 
the provider’s recent proposals will reflect current 
negotiation situation more accurately than its previous 
proposals.  Thus, the parameters of α  and β  at round t are 
computed by the utility value at round t and its previous m-1 
utility values, i.e., { ( 1), , ( )}i i

j jU t m U t− + 

. Using these m 

values, the linear equation that minimizes the sum of squares 
of the differences of the utility values from the fitted line can 
be found. The parameters α  and β  can be derived by the 
method of ordinary least squares, which minimizes the sum 
of squared error estimates for the given received proposal 
sets, i.e., 

 

2

1
min  ( ) ( )

t
i
j

k t m
U k kα β

= − +

 − + ⋅ ∑  

Let
1

t

I
k t m

S k
= − +

= ∑ , 
1

( )
t

i
D j

k t m
S U k

= − +

= ∑ , 2

1

t

II
k t m

S k
= − +

= ∑  

and
1

( )
t

i
ID j

k t m
S k U k

= − +

= ⋅∑ , then, α and β  can be estimated 

as follows, 





2

2

( )

( )

II D I ID

II I

ID I D

II I

S S S S
mS S
mS S S
mS S

α

β

− = −
 − =
 −

 

The predicted utility of the next proposal can be computed by 
 ( ) 'i

jU t tα β′ = + ⋅ . 

V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 

A. Objectives  
To evaluate the performance of the regression-based 

coordination strategy in this work, we compare our 
coordination strategy with the patient coordination strategy 
(i.e., the consumer terminates all concurrent negotiations 

when it has acquired all required services without 
considering time constraint.) for different number of required 
atomic web services in an n-service market (i.e., for each 
atomic service market, it can be either favorable, unfavorable, 
or balanced for the service consumer), where the adaptive 
CMS profiles is used to manage the commitments during the 
negotiation. Furthermore, the comparisons of adaptive CMS 
profile with the regression-based coordination strategy and a 
static negotiation strategy with complete information (where 
the consumer knows the market type for each atomic service 
market) coordinated by patient coordination strategy (i.e., 
patient with COMPLETE) are also done in this set of 
experiments. In a market with complete information, the 
consumer agent can adopt an appropriate negotiation strategy 
for each market type. For example, for the service Si, if it is in 
a favorable market, the consumer can adopt 
Conservative-CMS as its negotiation strategy for this kind of 
service. However, in this set of experiments, since the market 
type is known by the consumer in advance, the consumer will 
not change its negotiation strategy during the negotiation 
process. Thus, its strategy is static. 

B.  Performance Measures 
Three performance measures: (i) utility, (ii) success rate of 
acquiring all required services, and/or (iii) negotiation speed 
are used in the three sets of experiments.  

1) Utility: For the purpose of experimentations, the utility 
of a consumer (Uc) is as follows: 

1

1 ( ) , if all services acquired

0                       , otherwise

N
i i
c

ic

U
U N =


− Γ= 



∑  

where i
cU  is the consumer’s utility function for service Si, and 

iΓ  is the total penalty that the consumer should pay for 
decommitments.  

2) Negotiation speed: Negotiation speed is calculated 
as /c c cS t τ= , where tc is the total number of rounds taken to 

complete negotiation and τc is the deadline. For each set of 
experiments, an average of Sc is determined for the 1000 runs. 

3) Success rate: A concurrent negotiation is considered 
successful if a consumer can successfully negotiate for all of 
its required services; otherwise, the concurrent negotiation is 
considered unsuccessful. For each set of experiments, the 
success rate is defined as the ratio of the successful 
negotiations over 1000 runs. 

C. Observations 
The performances of patient coordination strategy (i.e., 

curves of “Patient with COMPLETE” and “Patient with 
Adaptive Strategy”) are shown in Figs. 2-4. The results seem 
to be lackluster (lower final utility, slower negotiation speed, 
and lower success rate) while the Regression-based 
coordination strategies with adaptive strategy perform much 
better. More importantly, it can be observed that, using the 
patient coordination strategy, the performance of the agent 
deteriorated with the increasing number of required services. 
However, the regression-based coordination strategy is more 
stable, i.e., the consumer obtained (almost) similar utility, 
speed, and success rate for different numbers of required 
services. This is because, by the regression-based 
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coordination strategies, the coordinator can make a decision 
whether or not to terminate the whole negotiation based on 
the predicted utility changes received from commitment 
managers at each negotiation round.  

Furthermore, it can also be observed that the results of 
“Patient with COMPLETE” is better than “Patient with 
Adaptive Strategy”. This is because by the adaptive strategy, 
the consumer always strive for high utility by dynamically 
adjusting its concessions at each round, hence, it may be 
harder for the agent with adaptive strategy to reach an 
agreement than the agent with COMPLETE (at least, it may 
take more times for the adaptive strategy to reach an 
agreement. Since the failure of any negotiation for one 
service will result in the failure of the whole negotiation and 
further reduce the success rate of the experiment, it can be 
observed in Fig. 4 that as the number of required services 
increases, the patient agent with adaptive strategy reached a 
much lower success rate than that with COMPLETE. Since 
the success rate for patient strategy is very low, it can be 
found that the final utility of “Patient with Adaptive” is lower 
than that of “Patient with COMPLETE”. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this work, concurrent negotiation is adopted for web 

services procurement. The novel contributions of this work 
include i) devising commitment management strategies for 
negotiation participants to manage intermediate contract 
during negotiation, ii) designing an adaptive strategy profile 
for agent in an n-service market to determine how many 
concessions it should make at each negotiation round, and iii) 
proposing a regression-based coordination strategy to 
coordinating multiple concurrent SLA negotiations. 
Experimental results show that the coordination strategy in 
this work outperforms the existing works in terms of utility, 
negotiation speed and success rate. 
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Fig. 2 Utility comparison of regression-based UOC and patient 

coordination strategy 

 
Fig. 3 Negotiation speed comparison of regression-based UOC 

and patient coordination strategy 

 
Fig. 4 Success rate comparison of regression-based UOC and 

patient coordination strategy 
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